
NEW! Accessory sets for virtually every application.  
Screwdriving and drilling in metal, concrete and wood.

Three professional sets.  
Everything at hand. Simply faster. 
Bosch: Focusing on versatility



Complete. Versatile. Compact. Our three new  
professional sets are the most complete sets for the 
most common screwdriving and drilling applications. 

Our professional sets:
 ▶ All common drill bits, bit holders, nutsetters and screwdriver bits
 ▶ The most complete and versatile sets in the market
 ▶ Clearly arranged and colour-coded
 ▶ Drill bits are especially tailored for use in respective material

Professional accessories always at hand: Each 
35-piece set contains six of the most common 
metal, concrete or wood drill bits, plus three 
nutsetters, two double-ended bits, two bit 
holders and 22 screwdriver bits - all in a handy 
and robust box that fits in your pocket. This 
saves valuable time in the work place and 
completes jobs faster. 

The sets are clearly arranged and the screw-
driver bits are colour-coded by bit type. This 
enables quick selection of the suitable acces-
sory for each job. All drill bits match the appli-
cation required. E.g. concrete drill bits have a 
robust carbide tip with two cutting edges and a 
U-shaped 2-flute for good dust removal, metal 
drill bits come with split-point tip for easy 
centering and the brad-point wood drill bits 
have a 2-flute design for drilling clean holes.



Set PRO-Mix Metal 
2 607 017 328

PRO-Mix Wood
2 607 017 327

PRO-Mix Concrete
2 607 017 326

Drill bits HEX HSS-G
2.5 / 3.0 / 3.5 / 4.0 / 5.0 / 6.0

HEX HSS
2.0 / 3.0 / 4.0 / 5.0 / 6.0 / 8.0

CYL 3
3.0 / 4.0 / 5.0 / 5.5 / 6.0 / 8.0

Bits 60 mm quick-release bit holder 
80 mm magnetic bit holder

 PH  1 / 2 / 3
 PZ  1 / 2 / 3
 SL  3 / 4 / 5 / 6

 HEX 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
 TH   10 / 15 / 20 / 20 /  

25 /27 / 30 / 40

Nutsetters  8 / 10 / 13  6 / 8 / 10  8 / 10 / 13
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